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Background: The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic has boosted the appearance of clinical

predictions models in medical literature. Many of these models aim to provide guidance

for decision making on treatment initiation. Special consideration on how to account for

post-baseline treatments is needed when developing such models. We examined how

post-baseline treatment was handled in published Covid-19 clinical prediction models

and we illustrated how much estimated risks may differ according to how treatment

is handled.

Methods: Firstly, we reviewed 33 Covid-19 prognostic models published in literature

in the period up to 5 May 2020. We extracted: (1) the reported intended use of the

model; (2) how treatment was incorporated during model development and (3) whether

the chosen analysis strategy was in agreement with the intended use. Secondly, we used

nationwide Dutch data on hospitalized patients who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 in

2020 to illustrate how estimatedmortality risks will differ when using four different analysis

strategies to model ICU treatment.

Results: Of the 33 papers, 21 (64%) had misalignment between intended use and

analysis strategy, 7 (21%) were unclear about the estimated risk and only 5 (15%) had

clear alignment between intended use and analysis strategy. We showed with real data

how different approaches to post-baseline treatment yield different estimated mortality

risks, ranging between 33 and 46% for a 75 year-old patient with two medical conditions.

Conclusions: Misalignment between intended use and analysis strategy is common

in reported Covid-19 clinical prediction models. This can lead to considerable under or

overestimation of intended risks.
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INTRODUCTION

Directly from the early stages of the Covid-19 pandemic, many
clinical prediction models have been developed with the goal of
improving management of patients. Concerns have been raised
over the quality and scientific value of these prediction models
(1, 2). Sound methodology and clear reporting are necessary
conditions for scientific value. This includes stating clearly the
intended use of predictive models. Only in this way can clinicians
correctly apply and interpret the models in practice, or, more
specifically, only use those that match the clinical question at
hand (3).

This issue was already highlighted shortly after the first wave
of the pandemic by Sperrin and McMillan (4), who urged
decision makers to correctly interpret the very widely used 4C-
mortality score for hospitalized patients (5). In particular, they
argued that, even though the creators of this risk-assessment
model recommended its use for the purpose of supporting
medical decision, the 4C-mortality score can only give insight
into the risk of death given the interventions in place at the time
the model was developed.

This problem is intrinsic to the data used during the
development of prediction models: part of patients receive
treatment while others do not. In the case of the 4C-mortality
score, some patients have only received standard hospital care
while others were treated more intensively (e.g., admitted to the
ICU). This affects the probability that a specific patient will die.
If we want to predict the risk of death of a hospitalized Covid-
19 patient at admission, we need to account for the fact that ICU
admission influences the risk of mortality.

When a patient’s treatment status is already known at baseline,
it can be easily included in the model by adding it as an extra
predictor (6). In our example, this happens if a patient is admitted
directly to the ICU. In this case, the effect of the extra care
can be modeled by means of a treatment indicator variable that
takes value 1 if the patient is sent to the ICU at admission and
takes value 0 otherwise. The risk of death for a patient who
is not admitted directly to the ICU can be then obtained by
making predictions with the treatment variable set to 0. However,
if treatment is started after baseline and before the event of
interest, extra care is needed when formulating research aims
and questions.

Recently, a prediction estimand (or predictimand) framework
was introduced (7). Taking its roots in the estimand framework
for clinical trials (8), it provides formal definitions of the
different ways a research question may be formulated when
predicting risk in relation to treatments started after baseline.
Importantly, different questions may require different analysis
strategies during model development (see Box 1). It is essential
for the correct use in clinical practice to specify clearly which
type of risk is estimated. Whenever the type of risk estimated
is reported ambiguously, the model is rendered uninformative
and may be misused in practice. Consequently, patients may be
misinformed about their prognosis or decisions on interventions
can be misguided and could lead to a wrong allocation of
(potentially scarce) treatments. Following the terms used by van
Geloven et al., we will refer to the different strategies as: (i)

BOX 1 | Questions and analysis strategies for estimating the risk of death

for hospitalized Covid-19 patients in relation to ICU treatment.

(i) “Ignore treatment”

• Example question:What is the mortality risk of a hospitalized

Covid-19 patient under current care?

• When to use this: To counsel patients on their risk given

currently standard care or for risk stratification into trial, e.g. to

select patients that are at high risk of death under the current

treatment guidelines who can be invited to join studies on new

interventions that are not yet included in current care.

• Analysis strategy: ICU admittance can be ignored in the

analyses. It is important, however, that a complete description

of current care (including ICU) offered to patients in the

development cohort is reported.

(ii) “Composite outcome”

• Example question:What is the risk that a hospitalized Covid-

19 patient will die or need to be admitted to ICU?

• When to use this: To counsel patients on their risk or to select

patients at high risk of death or ICU as first recipients of a newly

available vaccine.

• Analysis strategy: ICU admittance is included in the definition

of the outcome (i.e. a patient is considered to have the event

if they are either admitted to the ICU or die).

(iii) “While untreated”

• Example question:What is the risk that a hospitalized Covid-

19 patient will die on the ward, that is before being admitted

to ICU?

• When to use this: To estimate the risk of event while

treatment status or care setting remains unchanged.

• Analysis strategy: ICU admittance is a competing event.

(iv) “Hypothetical”

• Example question: What is the mortality risk for a

hospitalized Covid-19 patient if they were never to be admitted

to ICU?

• When to use this: To make decisions on treatment initiation

that will change the definition of “standard care”. Can be

useful when deciding on allocating scarce resources or when

weighing risks or costs of a treatment against perceived need.

• Analysis strategy: The effect of ICU needs to be accounted

for via appropriate statistical methods, taking potential

confounding factors into account.

ignore treatment; (ii) composite outcome; (iii) while untreated
and (iv) hypothetical.

It is important to remark that each research question matches
one and one only analysis strategy. If another strategy is used in
its place, overestimation or underestimation of risk will follow.
Suppose for example that a clinician needs a model to make
decisions on treatment initiation for Covid-19 patients. If post-
baseline treatment is ignored during model development, the
estimated risk of outcome will be the probability of the event
occurring under the same treatment regimen employed in the
development dataset. By basing clinical decision on such a risk
score, treatment policy would change, hence generating a bias
in predictions known as the “prediction paradox”: predictions
changing behavior which in turn invalidates prediction (9).
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Similarly, by including treatment in the outcome definition (e.g.,
death or ICU in hospitalized patients), the estimated risk will be
high not only for those patients who are actually at imminent risk
of event (death), but also for those who were already prioritized
for receiving (ICU) treatment in the development dataset.

In their systematic review of Covid-19 prediction models,
Wynants et al. scored published prognostic models based on
methodological quality (2). They rated most of these models
at high risk of bias according to the prediction model risk
of bias assessment tool PROBAST (10). We complement their
review by investigating how published models dealt with post-
baseline treatment. In particular, we focus on whether the chosen
analysis strategy is in line with the intended use of the model.
We then illustrate via national Dutch data how much estimated
mortality risks may differ based on how we deal with post-
baseline treatment during model development.

SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

We focused on Covid-19 prognostic models that were published
in the second update of the review by Wynant et al. (2). If a
paper was a pre-print at that time but was later on published in a
journal, we used its published form. Our aim was to assess: (i) the
reported intended use of the predictionmodel; (ii) how treatment
was incorporated during model development; (iii) whether
the intended use and the way treatment was incorporated
during model development were in agreement. Information was
extracted regarding: patient population, care setting, intended
time of predictions, model covariates, model outcome, follow-
up period, reported aim of the model/how the authors suggest
their model should be used, whether post-baseline treatments are
mentioned and, if so, how these treatment were handled in the
analysis. Data were extracted by two researchers, discrepancies
were discussed between reviewers and settled in consensus.

Of the 33 papers (11–43), 21 (64%) showed misalignment
between aim and analysis, 7 (21%) were not clear about which
type of risk was being estimated and only 5 (15%) had clear
alignment between aim and analysis. These last papers set
a composite outcome as aim and then followed through in
their analysis.

In all 21 papers with misalignment, authors recommended
to use their model to make decisions on treatment initiation,
without using an appropriate analysis strategy that matched
such use. In particular, in 4 papers treatment was included in
the outcome definition (composite strategy), in 5 papers it was
mentioned but unaccounted for (ignore treatment strategy) and
in 12 papers it was not mentioned at all.

Use of post-baseline treatments was mentioned in 20
papers (61%). Treatments that were commonly mentioned
were antiviral therapies, corticosteroids, respiratory support
therapies (especially mechanical ventilation), antibiotics, and
ICU admittance. Of these 20 papers, 11 included treatment
(or some specific parts of it, e.g., only ICU admittance)
in the outcome definition (composite outcome) and 9 did
not account for it in the analysis. The 13 papers where
post-baseline treatments were not mentioned, were scored as

using the “ignore treatment” strategy. “Hypothetical” and “while
untreated” strategies did not appear in the papers.

DATA ILLUSTRATION

We used individual patient data from hospitalized patients
infected with SARS-CoV-2 in 2020 in the Netherlands to
illustrate how much estimated mortality risks vary according to
how one handles treatment during model development. In this
illustration, the treatment considered was ICU admittance. The
data were collected by the National Institute for Public Health
and the Environment (RIVM). The dataset consisted of 22,324
cases that tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 on a PCR (reverse
transcriptase polymerase chain reaction) test before December
31st, 2020, and that were admitted to the hospital, with follow-
up until January 31st, 2021. We excluded patients with a positive
test result obtained after death (n = 64). Patients with missing
information on age and sex were also excluded (n= 9). The final
analysis set consisted of 22,251 cases.

We chose the clinically meaningful outcome of death within
28 days of the timepoint at which a patient had been hospitalized
and tested positive. In order to only use information related to
this time frame, we censored patients alive at 28 days. Predictors
were age (categorized as ≤50, 50–59, 60–69, 70–79, 80–89,
>90), sex (male/female), total number of medical conditions
(pregnancy, post-partum, cardiovascular hypertension, diabetes,
liver disease, muscular disease, kidney disease, lung disease,
malignancies, immune system disorders, obesity, dementia,
Parkinson, others) capped at 3 (99th percentile, to minimize the
impact of outliers) and wave (first wave until June 30th 2020, or
second wave starting from July 1st 2020). As our model was solely
meant for illustration purposes, we limited the set of predictors to
the ones listed here.

The risk of death within 28 days dependent on age,
sex, number of medical conditions and wave was modeled
via Cox proportional-hazards regression, accounting for ICU
admittance in four different ways: (i) risk of death regardless
of ICU admittance (“ignore treatment”); (ii) risk of either
ICU admittance or death (“composite outcome”); (iii) risk of
death while remaining out of the ICU (“while untreated”) and
(iv) the risk of death when no patient is ever admitted to
the ICU (“hypothetical”). The different strategies are modeled,
respectively, as follows: (i) death is the event of interest; (ii)
the event is either death or ICU admittance (whichever one
occurs first); (iii) death (event of interest) and ICU admittance
(competing risks) are modeled via two cause-specific Cox models
and combined into the cumulative incidence for death; (iv) the
event is death, ICU admission is modeled as a time-dependent
covariate (0 if not yet admitted, 1 if admitted) and the “untreated
risk” is estimated by setting the ICU covariate constantly to 0
(7). In the last case, interactions between the predictors and ICU
admittance were also included in the model as covariates.

As our intent is to merely illustrate the numerical differences
in predicted risks for the four different analysis strategies, we did
not perform model validation.

All analyses were conducted using the statistical software R
(version 4.1.3) (44) with the packages survival and mstate. Our
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FIGURE 1 | Estimated 28-days mortality risk in hospitalized Covid-19 patients, according to different analysis strategies. The four strategies are pairwise compared.

This provides a visual representation of how different risks can be for individual patients. Note that: (i) if predicted risks keep close to the diagonal line, then two

methods have good agreement in terms of both ranking and absolute risk; (ii) if predicted risks are on a straight line but not on the diagonal line then there is good

agreement in terms of ranking but not on absolute risk; (iii) if none of the previous are seen then there is neither good absolute agreement nor on ranking. Note that the

numerical results for the “hypothetical” strategy underestimate the true “untreated risk” due to unmeasured confounders and the numerical results for the “composite

outcome” strategy do not rank highest for few categories (with low patient numbers) due to our simplified modeling approach.

analysis code along with the dataset is available at https://github.
com/survival-lumc/CovidPredictimands.

In Figure 1 the predicted risks obtained with the four
strategies are pairwise compared. We observe that the strategies
“ignore treatment,” “while untreated” and “hypothetical” show
modest differences both numerically and in ranking. The
“hypothetical” strategy should ideally report the risk of death
for a hospitalized patient in a world where ICU is not available
to anyone, and should therefore yield higher risk estimates
compared to the “ignore treatment”: in a hypothetical world

were no extra treatment is administered to those who need it,
individuals should be at higher risk of death compared to the
real world represented by the development dataset. However,
the estimated impact of ICU in our model does not correspond
to the true causal effect of ICU, mostly due to unmeasured
confounding (important variables such as respiratory rate
and oxygen saturation were not available in our dataset).
Indeed, the estimation of the “untreated hypothetical risk” from
observational data requires the same strong assumptions of
“no unmeasured confounding” needed in studies on effects
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FIGURE 2 | Estimated 28-days mortality risk for a hospitalized 75 year old male patient with two medical conditions during the second wave of Covid-19, according

to different analysis strategies. Note that the numerical results for the “hypothetical” strategy underestimate the true “untreated risk” due to unmeasured confounders.

of medical interventions. If these assumptions are not met,
treatment effect cannot be correctly estimated and the “untreated
risk” will not be correct. The “while untreated” strategy yields
the lowest risks: this is to be expected, as it considers ICU
admissions as a competing risk and does not count deaths
that happen thereafter as events. The “composite” strategy
yields both risk estimates and rankings that are clearly very
different from the others. Indeed, the “composite” strategy
deems younger patients (<70 years old) at higher risk of event
compared to the other strategies, while older patients (≥70
years old) are scored at relatively lower risk compared to the
other strategies. This illustrates that younger patients are very
likely to being admitted to the ICU but not to die (provided
that they did receive the same standard hospital care as the
development dataset).

Figure 2 shows the 28-days mortality risk for a hospitalized
75 year old male patient with 2 medical conditions during the
second wave of Covid-19, according to different strategies. The
risks derived with the “composite strategy” are clearly higher
compared to those from the other approaches (46% at 28 days),
which is expected because treatments also count as event. The
“ignore treatment strategy” ranks second and reaches a 40%
mortality rate at 28 days followed by the 39% risk of the
“hypothetical” strategy. Finally, the “while untreated” strategy
ranks lowest with a 33% risk at 28 days. Once again, we attribute
the numerical similarity between “hypothetical” and the other
two strategies to the unmeasured confounding, as “hypothetical”
should yield higher risks.

DISCUSSION

Post-baseline treatment is very common in Covid-19 clinical
prediction models and can have a strong impact on patient
outcomes. In our systematic review, we found frequent
misalignment between analysis strategies and intended use of
such models. Indeed, 64% of the papers recommended their
model for the purpose of decision-making without carrying
out the analysis in a way that would serve that aim and
21% were unclear about their prediction estimand and thus
about what their estimated risks really represent. As shown
through the Dutch national Covid-19 data, these ambiguities
and incorrect analysis of the prediction estimands have a
considerable impact on the estimated risks. In order to avoid such
inconsistencies, careful planning is needed. The development of
clinical prediction models should start with a precise definition
of the intended use and of the corresponding risk that the model
should estimate. The analysis strategy should then match the
intended use.

Once the prediction estimand is chosen and the correct
analysis strategies are agreed upon, the conclusions given by
the authors should also be coherent to the model development.

Our systematic review has highlighted that this does not always
happen. Of the 21 papers that suggest to use their model to

counsel on treatment initiation, 4 papers only advise toward

decision-making in the discussion section, suggesting a gap
between the aim set at the beginning of the paper and the
conclusions drawn by the authors.
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For simplicity, we have so far only referred to a single post-
baseline treatment. In reality, however, a patient might receive
multiple treatments throughout follow-up. In the Covid-19
example, a hospitalized patient might have received extra medical
assistance in many different forms, for example antivirals,
corticosteroids or intensive care. When multiple post-baseline
treatments are present, different choices can be made for each
one of them. Once again, these choices should be clearly reported
and be in line with the intended use of the model. Suppose, for
example, that a hospital is interested to know which Covid-19
patients should be sent to the ICU, due to having few intensive
care beds available. In that case, hospital policy-makers might
want to use the few spots for either the sickest patients or
for the patients who have the best prognosis at ICU. These
two alternatives correspond, respectively, to the hypothetical
untreated risk and hypothetical treated risk with respect to
ICU as treatment. Other treatments, such as antivirals and
corticosteroids, would instead be seen as usual care and could
be ignored in the analysis: if the hospital aims at changing the
allocation of intensive care beds, it is safe to assume that this will
not impact the way other treatments are administered.

We stress that the use of an inappropriate analysis strategy
can lead to the under or overestimation of individual patient
risks and to a subsequent mis-use of the proposed models in
practice. For example, if the “ignore strategy” is used to estimate
the “untreated risk” of mortality with respect to ICU admittance
in hospitalized Covid-19 patients, suboptimal decisions could
follow. A young patient with severe Covid-19 might be at high
“untreated risk” but may falsely appear only at low risk under
the “ignore treatment” strategy given the standard hospital care

that is administered. Incomplete reporting and misalignment of
suggested use and analysis strategy can lead to a harmful use of
the prediction models in practice.
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